


Introduction by Larry Grace, President of ISAP   
Air-to-air photography is the art of photographing aircraft in the air, 
by using another aircraft as a photo platform. It is especially popular 
among military aircraft photographers and aerobatic pilots flying at air 
shows.

The subject aircraft is photographed while both aircraft are in flight. 
This allows the photographer to position the subject in specific loca-
tions and angles to get the most desirable shot. Some things that must 
be considered to achieve the best results are lighting and background. 

Proper lighting is achieved through correct placement of the aircraft 
relative to the sun and is accomplished flying only at certain times 
of the day and/or by flying at a heading that lines the sun upon the 
subject aircraft properly. The background can highlight or distract 
from the subject and must be carefully considered when taking shots. 
Air-to-air photography can be used for a variety of purposes, including 
commercial use and advertising.  (Wikipedia)

In this special issue of ISnAP, we share with you air-to-air (A2A) 
photography by our members. Our last issue on A2A photography 
was over three years ago and since that time some of our members 
have learned to capture air-to-air images through assignments, an 
invitation from pilots, attending workshops and learning from each 
other to capture these images.

Air-to-Air Photos
Amit Agronov, Andy Lay, Bonnie Kratz, Brent Blue, Brent Clark, 
Chuck Burin, Craig Swancy, Gary Daniels, Gary Edwards, 
Hayman Tam, James Goggin, James Woodard, Jeff Schroeder, 
Jessica Ambats, Jim Koepnick, Jim Wilson, Jo Hunter, John Freedman, 
John Slemp, José Ramos, Kevin Hong, Larry Grace, Markus Tatscher, 
Matt McVicker, Mike Green, Moose Peterson, Philip Johnson, 
Philip Makanna, Ricardo Padovese, Richard Jack James, 
Rob Stapleton, Robert Turchick, Scott Diussa, Scott Slingsby, 
Scott Germain, Steve Bigg, Steve Zimmerman, Su Khoo, Tom Pawlesh,  
Vincent Laforet

How I Got The Shots!
Scott Dworkin

Meet Our Members
Su Khoo

FRONT COVER PHOTO: Steve Zimmerman
Republic P-47D “Dottie Mae” over Lake Matthews
in Southern California

BACK COVER: José Ramos
Air-to-air with the B-17 Movie Memphis Belle

WELCOME TO THE
AUGUST 2018 ISSUE OF ISnAP!
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Hayman Tam



I splurged on my first and only air-to-air session back in 2015. I learned a 
lot about photo mission briefings, proper safety gear to have for the flight 
and photo equipment selection. Any unease sitting next to a large hole in 
the plane evaporated with the sight of a Lightning sliding into formation.  
I used my two Nikons with 18-200 & 80-400mm and managed to cycle 
between them, though I didn’t go through as many shutter speeds as 
intended. I did put the cameras down for a period just to soak in the 
experience.
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